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MODIFICATION OF C6O/C7o+Pd FILM STRUCTURE UNDER
ELECTRIC FIELD INFLUENCE DURING ELECTRON EMISSION
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We investigated the modification of structure of C6o/C7o+Pd films during cold electron emission from these films. Films
were obtained by vacuum thermal deposition from two sources and were characterised before and after electron emission
measurements by transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction. Films were composed of nanocrystalline Pd
objects dispersed in carbon/fulierenes matrix. I-V characteristics for electron emission were obtained in diode geometry with
additionally applied voltage along the film surface. The modification of film structure occurred under applied electric field and the
grouping of Pd nanocrystals into bigger objects was observed.

Introduction
The properties of nanocrystalline materials

(i.e. materials with typically grains of 5-50nm in
diameter) depend on the size of nanocrystals and on
the grain boundary effect. Such nanoparticles can be
stabilised by embedding them in carbon matrix. The
structure of such nano-crystalline materials could be
modified by many factors.

We present here investigations of the
C6o/C7o+Pd film that structure could be modify by
external electric field.

I. Experimental
Investigated films were obtained by thermal

vacuum evaporation from two sources containing
C60/C70 mixture (8:2 weight ratio) and a Pd organic
compound placed in two separated Ta boats. They
were heated and evacuated to 10"5Torr for two hours
before the deposition process. We used
commercially available fullerenes C60/C70 mixtures
[1]. This mixture was degassed by heating (at the
temperature of 200°C) and evaporation for several
hours. The substrates (Cu, Mo bands and fused
silica) were degreased before introducing them into
the vacuum chamber. The deposition process was
carried out under the pressure of lO^o r r and at the
temperature of 330-340K (the temperature measured
on the surface of the substrate). Generally we used
substrate that weekly interact with film.

The films were storage under the oxidative
condition and then after several days the
measurements were carried out.

Pd contents were determined by energy
dispersive spectrometry (EDS) and chemical
analysis. The carbon was observed by EDS method.
The traces of oxygen and nitrogen were also
detected by this method. The details of
characterisation of the composition of the film are
described in [2].

The electron transmission microscopy
(TEM) studies were performed (before and after
electron emission) with microscope operating at
200kV incident electron beam acceleration. The
samples were moved from the layer directly onto 400
or 1000 mesh copper microscope grids.

I-U measurements were performed under
UHV condition at pressure of 10"7 mbar in a diode
geometry system with anode-cathode distance

100u,m. The anode had a spherical shape (with
diameter -1mm). Additionally the bias voltage (0-
100V DC) along the film surface was applied. The
films were conditioned for several days to obtain
stable I value. Fowler-Nordheim analysis accordingly
to paper [3] was carried out. The electrical resistivity
of films was measured in the air as well as in high
vacuum conditions. These resistivities do not differ.

II. Results
Obtained films had resistivity of ~30 kQcm,

were 500-700nm thick and contained ~60wt% of Pd.
The Pd nanocrystals (with size of 2.5nm)

distribution in investigated film is shown in fig.1.
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Fig.1 TEM image of C6o/C7O+Pd film showing the film
structure before electron emission

The dark points seen in this figure are Pd nano-
crystals with size of 2.5nm each one. The Pd nano-
crystals have structure of fee type but as it could be
estimated from electron diffraction patterns analysis
the lattice Constance for nano-crystals is a little
slighter than for bulk material. In the inset electron
diffraction pattern for this film is presented.

After electron emission in film we observed
the formation of conductivity paths. In fig.2-4 TEM
images of fragment of film containing such
conductivity path is shown. The formation of such
conductivity path in film could also cause other
emissive behaviour than emissive behaviour
observed for films containing Pd nano-crystals
dispersed over the all volume of film.
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Fig.2 TEM image of C6o/C7o+Pcl film showing the film
structure after electron emission (magnification 10000x)

Fig.3 TEM image of C6o/C7o+Pcl film showing the film
structure after electron emission (magnification 100000x)

In fig.5 SEM image of a fragment of the conductivity
path is presented. SEM images and the microprobe
analysis along line (white line in figure) showing Pd
distribution prove that conductivity paths are
constructed of palladium grains.

The I-Ua plots for film are presented in fig.6-7.
These characteristic were obtain for film applied as a
cathode in diode system (fig.6). No saturation of I-Ua

characteristic for used anode - cathode bias voltage
(0-4kV) was observed. In fig.7 are shown I-U
characteristics obtained in the same system but with
additionally applied bias voltage Uk along the film

Fig.4 TEM image of C8o/C7o+Pd film showing the film
structure after electron emission (magnification 250000x)

Fig.5 SEM image showing fragment of the
conductivity path and microprobe analysis along line

exhibiting Pd distribution
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Fig.6 I-U characteristic for film in diode system

surface. The increase of electron emission current
was observed with increasing Uk-

Discussion
Electron emission from a C6o/C7o+Pd film

was measured in diode configuration with
additionally applied bias voltage along the cathode.
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Fig.7.1-U characteristics for film placed as a cathode in the
diode system with additionally applied Uk bias voltage along

the cathode.

When Uk=90V bias voltage was used and
the anode-cathode voltage Ua had exceeded 2kV the
electron emission appeared and then, after such
"break-down" it was observed as it is shown in fig.6.
It should be noticed that later this emission can be
still observed even when Uk=0V. In fig. 8 we present
a Fowler-Nordheim plot for data from fig.6. It could
be noticed that the plot is linear only for electric field
values from 9 to 14 V/|im. For lower electric field
values electron emission current is almost stable and
very low (~50nA). For the higher electric fields values
the plot is not linear and in our opinion the electron
emission in this range can not be interpreted as a
field emission in the sense of F-N theory. It can not
be also interpreted as thermal emission because the
temperature of film is stable (~30°C) when Uk=0V at
any Ua. In fig.4 the dependence of the intensity of
electron current on the Uk bias voltage at a constant
Ua anode-cathode voltage is presented. The effect of
enhancement of the electron emission current by
additionally introduced electrons could be seen. We
could notice that the field necessary to tunnel the
electrons into vacuum is lower when the additional
bias voltage Uk is applied along the film. This
enhancement of the electric emission current and
formation of electrical conduction paths could
suggest that observed electron emission is palladium
cluster origin. But, to understand the mechanism of
such emission we should know the band diagram for
investigated system.
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Fig.8 F-N plot for measurement presented in fig.6

Conclusions
We presented the result of investigations of

cold electron emission from C6o/C7o+Pd film. Our
conclusions concerning its structure, the structural
changes undergoing when the additional electric field
along the film is applied and electron emission from
these films could be expressed as follows:
• From obtained Ceo/Czo+Pd films a cold electron
emission occurs at threshold field as low as 1V/nm
and this emission current arise up to ~7.5 mA/cm2 at
field 30 V/nm.
• Formation of electrical conductivity paths
(composed of 10-20nm in size Pd nanocrystals)
could be responsible for the enhancement of electron
emission current when the bias voltage along the film
is applied.
• The break-down phenomena cause the phase
transition from a two phase system (composed of
2.5nm Pd nanocrystals and carbonaceous, probably
fullerenes, matrix) to system composed of Pd
nanocrystals (10-20nm in size) placed also in
carbonaceous matrix and forming the electrical
conductivity paths.
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